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McLaren – The Wins
By David Tremayne

The McLaren marque has an illustrious history
spanning five decades at the forefront of both
motor racing and road car design. This stunning
book by award-winning publisher Coterie Press
is, without doubt, one of the greatest-ever
titles on a single marque produced by an
independent publisher.

Covering every model produced by McLaren
between 1964 and 2011, it features each and
every race car, road car and even a ‘soapbox.’

This 320-page, large-format, all-colour 12x12
inc, hardback publication contains over 790
photographs, 85 per cent of which were
specially commissioned. With in-depth text on
each car, a foreword by Ron Dennis, chapter
introductions by McLaren stars Emerson
Fittipaldi, Alain Prost, Niki Lauda, Mika Häkkinen
and Lewis Hamilton, as well as a comprehensive
appendix section covering race results and
specifications, this is far more than just a picture
book. Produced with the full co-operation and
endorsement of the McLaren Group, it is the
definitive history of all the McLaren cars.

www.coteriepress.com
www.mclaren.com

Coterie (kote-er-ee) [n] an exclusive group of
friends with a common interest. [French]

British-born photographer William Taylor has
always had an interest in photographing cars.
So much so that in 1998 he established an
independent publishing company to work on
bringing together words and images from some
of the best automotive writers and image
makers. Coterie Press has thrived on creating
excellent books using high-quality design and
production values, working with some of the
top brand names in the industry.

Inspired by a desire to know more about the
tremendous history of the marque and a chance
meeting with renowned McLaren collector Harry
Mathews, William’s work on ‘McLaren’ took two
years of intense effort, the highlight of which
was almost certainly an exhilarating drive on
the roads around Atlanta, Georgia in a friend’s
F1 roadcar. Working alongside the employees
at Woking and seeing both their passion and
professionalism was a privilege. It made striving
for the excellence expected by McLaren a task
that, whilst tough, was also rewarding. He feels
that this book is both his and Coterie’s best yet.

As has happened with several other Coterie
titles, ‘McLaren – The Cars’ will surely become
the definitive title on the marque.

Other Titles By Coterie Press Limited include:
McLaren - The Cars
Lotus Evora Sublime Supercar
1965: Jim Clark & Team Lotus The UK Races
The Lotus Book Series 3
Jim Clark Life at Team Lotus
The Healey Book
Lotus 72 Formula One Icon
Lotus Elise, The Official Story Continues
Ronnie Peterson F1 Superswede
Lotus The Early Years
Blue & Orange, The Story of Gulf in Motorsport
Ayrton Senna, The Team Lotus Years
Lotus Esprit, The Official Story
24:16 - The Autobiography of Norbert Singer
Remembering Elio

www.coteriepress.com
www.mclaren.com
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McLAREN – THE WINS
Author: David Tremayne

It is not until you stop and count McLaren’s 
victories, since its inception in 1964, that you truly 
appreciate the breadth and depth of this amazing 
marque’s footprint in motorsport. 

No other racing team can lay claim to successes 
across such a vast spectrum. McLaren has been 
victorious in Formula 1, Formula 2, Formula 3, 
Formula A/5000, Indycars, Can-Am and Interserie 
sportscars and, with the unique McLaren F1 
GTR, at Le Mans in 1995. 

From the very first win by Bruce McLaren at Los 
Angeles in 1964, through to the achievements of 
John Jordan, Peter Gethin and Denny Hulme as 
well as some of the greatest names in Formula 1 
history – including Hunt, Prost, Senna, Häkkinen, 
Räikkönen, Button and Hamilton – the stories of 
success within these pages are a testament to 
McLaren’s diverse and remarkable history. 

CONTENTS

This landmark 320-page, large format, all-colour, 
12x12-inch hardback publication does what no 
other book has ever sought to achieve, painstakingly 
recording all of McLaren’s contemporary victories 
from 1964 to 2010. It also features a number of 
useful appendices and a wealth of never-seen-
before imagery from the archives. 
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CHAPTER 01

13

Bruce McLaren set up Bruce McLaren Motor Racing Ltd. in
1963 and ran himself, and Timmy Mayer in Coopers, in the
Tasman Championship held in Australia and New Zealand
early in 1964.

He had to be careful about voicing his true long-term
aspiration to manufacture his own cars, since he was still
contracted to the Cooper team in Formula One, but it was
a sign of his nascent team’s ability that he won the Tasman
title, though the success was tempered by the promising
Mayer’s death at Longford.

To begin with McLaren cut his sportscar teeth with the Zerex
Special which had been driven with great skill by wealthy

12

American Roger Penske, whose own racing team would also
become a global legend. The Zerex Special was a single-
seat sportscar based around a Formula 1 Cooper chassis.

By the time Bruce bought it, however, it had been converted
to two-seat configuration. He won races with it in this guise,
and the experience gained with the little green car was
instrumental in the creation of the first McLaren.

This was a two-seat Oldsmobile-powered car with a
bodyshell designed by the well-known artist Michael
Turner, who also designed the original McLaren badge
which featured a kiwi. The new car was called the
McLaren M1A or the Mark 1.

It was completed by 1st September 1964 and finished in
New Zealand’s racing colours, black and silver. In testing
at Goodwood with a 310bhp, 3.9-litre version of the
small-block V8, it was a full three seconds a lap faster
than the Zerex Special.

Its first race was at Mosport in September, where it
was quick but retired. “It meant more to me and my team
members than any other race,” Bruce admitted. “It was the
first race car that we built ourselves from the rubber up and
we were delighted with its performance and potential. We
didn’t win, but we certainly didn’t leave Canada with our
tail between our legs…”

Now fitted with a 4.5-litre version of the Oldsmobile engine,
the M1A did not disappoint next time out, in a bizarre
qualifying race, which preceded the Los Angeles Times
Grand Prix at Riverside in October.

Dan Gurney started the 20-lap race from pole in his
Lotus 19, but a curious interruption followed. After Hap
Sharp’s Chaparral blew its engine on lap two, a helicopter
was used to blow away the cement dust that marshals had
thrown on the oil, but it caught an overhead wire and
crashed by the start/finish line.

On the restart (above left), Gurney and McLaren fought for
the lead until the Lotus broke its engine, whereupon Bruce
stroked his new car home to a strong victory half a minute
ahead of Walt Hangsen and Jim Clark in the works Lotus 30.

Bruce also led the Grand Prix itself the following day. But
after three laps a water hose blew off and delayed him. He
admitted that the problem with the hose was his own fault,
but such early success for his fledgling team boded well for
its future, and demonstrated just how serious a contender
the M1A already was.

LOS ANGELES TIMES GP,
QUALIFYING RACE

VENUE: Riverside
DATE: 10th October 1964

WINNER: Bruce McLaren
(McLaren M1A Oldsmobile)
POLE POSITION: Dan Gurney (Lotus 19)
PODIUM: Walt Hangsen (Scarab), Jim Clark
(Lotus 30)
FASTEST LAP: n/a

WINS 1-172
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The 1970s was the decade in which McLaren won
the famed Indianapolis 500 on three occasions, as well
as the Can-Am Championship twice more. It was an
unsurpassed spread of success in key categories
across the globe.

And yet the decade began with tragedy when Bruce
McLaren was killed testing a McLaren M8D at Goodwood
on Tuesday, June 2 1970. The fact that his team not only
survived, but prospered, was the true measure of the
legacy that he left, and the courage, commitment and
loyalty of the colleagues he inspired.

84
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WINS 173-436
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The Seventies was McLaren’s most prolific decade,
as at times it operated in Formula One, Formula
Two, Formula 5000, the Can-Am and IndyCar racing.
It was the decade in which it won its first World
Championships, with Emerson Fittipaldi and the
M23 in 1974, and again with James Hunt in 1976.
It was also the time in which the seeds of its intense
rivalry with Ferrari were first sown.

THE 1970s
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CHAPTER 04

West racers John Nielsen and Thomas
Bscher turned the tables on their McLaren
rivals at Donington Park to take victory on
a day when Olivier Grouillard and Fabien
Giroix were the class of the field until their
Jacadi F1 GTR broke its transmission,
leaving McLaren to take the top three slots.

DONINGTON 4-HOURS,
GLOBAL ENDURANCE
GT ROUND 6

LE MANS
24-HOURS

The McLaren F1 GTR, the car that was
never going to race, proved good enough to
win Le Mans, the toughest endurance event
of them all. At the first attempt. JJ Lehto,
Yannick Dalmas and Masanori Sekiya drove
a stunning race, in a car that had seen only
14 hours in a wind tunnel, ran a rear wing
balanced by a front spoiler, bigger brakes,
stiffer suspension, and a detuned engine.

“Our budget was £750,000. That was to
build the cars, test them and go racing. And
there were people spending £15m and not
winning,” designer Gordon Murray said.
“That was the biggest success story for me.
It’s harder to win Le Mans than to win a
Grand Prix title, and I’ve done both.”

The Paul Lanzante-run Kokusai Kaihatsu car
was always in the hunt, but Lehto’s speed
in the appalling wet conditions was a key
factor in its unexpected success. “It felt
more like a proper racing sportscar,” the
Finn said. “The engine was heavy because
it was a big V12, but the weight distribution
was good. Everything was designed really
well, thanks to Gordon. You could tell the
pedigree of the car.”

The winners did one pre-race test, and got
some new parts for the race. “Those frog-
eye headlights, the small ones which
crossed each other at the front. Okay, so we
got some extra lights for the night, but the
whole bonnet was moving so much we were
shining them at the trees, there was so
much lift!

“They were fast cars. Low drag. Nice, easy
to drive, you just got into a rhythm. It was

VENUE: Donington Park
DATE: 8th May 1995

WINNER: John Nielsen/Thomas Bscher
(McLaren F1 GTR)
POLE POSITION: Nielsen/Bscher
PODIUM: Raphanel/Owen-Jones,
Wallace/Bell (McLaren F1 GTR)
FASTEST LAP: Nielsen

VENUE: Le Mans
DATE: 17th June 1995

WINNER: JJ Lehto/Yannick Dalmas/
Masanori Sekiya, (McLaren F1 GTR)
POLE POSITION: David/Bouvet/Balandras
PODIUM: Andretti/Wollek/Helary (Cougar-
Porsche), Wallace/Bell/Bell (McLaren F1)
FASTEST LAP: Patrick Gonin (WR)

nice to control because when it stopped the
roll, you got the grip. In the rain, because I
used to ride motocross, I was looking for
special lines. I always liked the rain, and I
found some really good lines that nobody
else knew. That was the key.

“It was nice because it was the first winfor
me, a big win for McLaren and also for
BMW. But it was a shame that Ron wasn’t
there to see the car win the race.”

The stunning victory added another chapter
to McLaren’s unique story of success: F1,
F2, F3, F5000, IndyCars, Can-Am. Only the
presence of a Courage in second place
prevented the marque from taking the first
four places. But even more than that, it was
the ultimate justification of the McLaren F1.
Le Mans was originally conceived as a race
for fast road cars and this year’s event
uniquely turned the clock back, to the days
when a genuine roadgoing sportscar could
venture to La Sarthe – and win.

“The only thing I regret with the F1 is that
we didn’t drive to Le Mans and drive it home
again,” Murray said. “It was a road legal car.
That would have been a really good story!”
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David Coulthard and McLaren scored an
assured victory in Monaco, closing in on
longtime leader Michael Schumacher until
the German’s Ferrari slowed with rear
suspension damage, caused by hotgases
from a cracked exhaust.

“I gladly seize this win and don’t feel sorry
for Michael at all,” said Coulthard.

MONACO
GRAND PRIX

VENUE: Monaco
DATE: 4th June 2000

WINNER: David Coulthard
(McLaren MP4-15 Mercedes)
POLE POSITION: Schumacher (Ferrari)
PODIUM: Rubens Barrchello (Ferrari
F2000), Giancarlo Fisichella (Benetton B200)
FASTEST LAP: Häkkinen

David Coulthard emulated Nigel Mansell
with a back-to-back victory in the British GP.

He ran third from the start, pounced
brilliantly round the outside of polesitter
Rubens Barrichello at Stowe, then resumed
the lead on lap 42, when Heinz-Harald
Frentzen refuelled. To make it a great day for
McLaren, Mika Häkkinen finished second.

BRITISH
GRAND PRIX

VENUE: Silverstone
DATE: 23rd April 2000

WINNER: David Coulthard
(McLaren MP4-15 Mercedes)
POLE POSITION: Barrichello (Ferrari)
PODIUM: Mika Häkkinen (McLaren
MP4-15), Michael Schumacher (Ferrari)
FASTEST LAP: Häkkinen

David Coulthard had displayed a hitherto
unseen level of confidence and brio
throughout 2000, and heading into the
French GP at Magny-Cours was McLaren’s
leading driver with 34 points to Mika
Häkkinen’s 32, and two victories to the
Finn’s one. Had Coulthard not been
disqualified from second place in Brazil
owing to a minor front wing infringement, he
would have been closer to series leader
Michael Schumacher’s 56 points.

After defeats by Häkkinen in 1998 and 1999,
Schumacher was emerging as the favourite
for the 2000 title, but in France Coulthard
beat him fair and square to underline his
performance improvement, and to stake his
own claim to a genuine World Championship
challenge.

Schumacher took his almost customary pole
position, with Coulthard taking second, a
mere tenth of a second adrift. Crucially,
however, he and race engineer Pat Fry
guarded successfully against late-race
understeer by removing his rear wing’s
Gurney flap on the grid.

Schumacher led from the start, with team-
mate Rubens Barrichello riding shotgun from
third place on the grid, after Michael had
chopped Coulthard. The Scot ran in line
astern, ahead of Häkkinen, but on the 22nd
lap he made a move on Barrichello stick and
that would prove crucial to his subsequent
success. From 5.3 seconds on lap 26 he
slashed Schumacher’s lead to just half a
second six laps later.

FRENCH
GRAND PRIX

VENUE: Magny-Cours
DATE: 2nd July 2000

WINNER: David Coulthard
(McLaren MP4-15 Mercedes)
POLE POSITION: Schumacher (Ferrari)
PODIUM: Mika Häkkinen (McLaren
MP4-15), Rubens Barrichello (Ferrari)
FASTEST LAP: Coulthard

SPANISH
GRAND PRIX

VENUE: Barcelona
DATE: 7th May 2000

WINNER: Mika Häkkinen
(McLaren MP4-15 Mercedes)
POLE POSITION: Schumacher (Ferrari)
PODIUM: David Coulthard (McLaren
MP4-15), Rubens Barrchello (Ferrari)
FASTEST LAP: Häkkinen

Mika Häkkinen opened his 2000 victory
account after a tremendous battle with
poleman Michael Schumacher. They
swapped the lead during pit stops, but after
their second, Häkkinen emerged ahead.

As Schumacher dropped to fifth, David
Coulthard drove heroically to second only
days after he and fiancée Heidi Wichlinski
had been involved in a serious air
crash in France.

Several times he attempted to pass, notably
round the outside at the Adelaide hairpin,
only for Schumacher to block him.
Eventually, however, he succeeded on lap
40, and to McLaren’s delight Häkkinen later
moved ahead of the Ferrari, too.

“I won the race and I am delighted about
that, but I just don’t think Michael is very
sporting in the way he drives on the track,”
the normally placid Coulthard said
trenchantly afterwards.
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McLaren – The Wins
By David Tremayne

The McLaren marque has an illustrious history
spanning five decades at the forefront of both
motor racing and road car design. This stunning
book by award-winning publisher Coterie Press
is, without doubt, one of the greatest-ever
titles on a single marque produced by an
independent publisher.

Covering every model produced by McLaren
between 1964 and 2011, it features each and
every race car, road car and even a ‘soapbox.’

This 320-page, large-format, all-colour 12x12
inc, hardback publication contains over 790
photographs, 85 per cent of which were
specially commissioned. With in-depth text on
each car, a foreword by Ron Dennis, chapter
introductions by McLaren stars Emerson
Fittipaldi, Alain Prost, Niki Lauda, Mika Häkkinen
and Lewis Hamilton, as well as a comprehensive
appendix section covering race results and
specifications, this is far more than just a picture
book. Produced with the full co-operation and
endorsement of the McLaren Group, it is the
definitive history of all the McLaren cars.

www.coteriepress.com
www.mclaren.com

Coterie (kote-er-ee) [n] an exclusive group of
friends with a common interest. [French]

British-born photographer William Taylor has
always had an interest in photographing cars.
So much so that in 1998 he established an
independent publishing company to work on
bringing together words and images from some
of the best automotive writers and image
makers. Coterie Press has thrived on creating
excellent books using high-quality design and
production values, working with some of the
top brand names in the industry.

Inspired by a desire to know more about the
tremendous history of the marque and a chance
meeting with renowned McLaren collector Harry
Mathews, William’s work on ‘McLaren’ took two
years of intense effort, the highlight of which
was almost certainly an exhilarating drive on
the roads around Atlanta, Georgia in a friend’s
F1 roadcar. Working alongside the employees
at Woking and seeing both their passion and
professionalism was a privilege. It made striving
for the excellence expected by McLaren a task
that, whilst tough, was also rewarding. He feels
that this book is both his and Coterie’s best yet.

As has happened with several other Coterie
titles, ‘McLaren – The Cars’ will surely become
the definitive title on the marque.

Other Titles By Coterie Press Limited include:
McLaren - The Cars
Lotus Evora Sublime Supercar
1965: Jim Clark & Team Lotus The UK Races
The Lotus Book Series 3
Jim Clark Life at Team Lotus
The Healey Book
Lotus 72 Formula One Icon
Lotus Elise, The Official Story Continues
Ronnie Peterson F1 Superswede
Lotus The Early Years
Blue & Orange, The Story of Gulf in Motorsport
Ayrton Senna, The Team Lotus Years
Lotus Esprit, The Official Story
24:16 - The Autobiography of Norbert Singer
Remembering Elio

www.coteriepress.com
www.mclaren.com
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